
Objective :
Players start to move in different directions with the ball and to evade defenders. Use different surfaces 
to change direction and introduce timing.

Organization:
Play a 3v3 or 2v2 on a field 12 x 20 (larger if 
space allows). Nets on either end, cone goals 
on either side of the field.
Restarts with a dribble or kick in.

Conditions :
1 goal for scoring in net and 1 goal for 
dribbling through cone goal (forward 
direction only).

Coaching Points : Encourage players to “stay on the ball”. Allow them to get comfortable with the ball 
and not fear losing it. Ask players not to dribble in straight lines for too long – change direction often.

Organization:
All players are paired up with a ball each. One 
player is Messi (leader), one is Ronaldo 
(follower). Ronaldo must stay as close as 
possible without touching, Messi must ‘lose’ 
their partner. On “freeze” both players mist 
stop; if Ronaldo can tag Messi without 
moving, they score a goal. Switch roles.
Progressions :
If it’s too easy for Messi, have Ronaldo not 
have a ball. If a Messi does a great change of 
direction, Ronaldo is ‘stuck’ for 2 seconds.

Coaching Points : Ask players to keep the ball within reach at different speeds. Change direction often 
and try all surfaces and feet. Wait until partner is really close before changing direction (timing).

Intro activity/Warm Up :

Activity 1 :



Objective :
Players start to move in different directions with the ball and to evade defenders. Use different surfaces 
to change direction and introduce timing

Organization: 3 defenders must stay inside a 
cone box each. Everyone else has a ball. 
Attackers try to dribble into a defenders box 
and breakout to score a goal. If defender gets 
the ball, they get a goal.
Progressions :
If it’s too hard, the defenders can start with a 
ball too.
3 goals if you breakout on the opposite side.
Defender becomes attacker after they get 3 
goals.

Coaching Points : Players to keep the ball within reach at different speeds. Change direction often and 
try all surfaces and feet. Wait until defender is close before changing direction (timing).

Organization:
Play a 3v3 or 2v2 to nets or cone goals. 
Restarts can be a dribble in or kick in.

Conditions :
Award bonus goals for players showing good 
close control – stopping, changing direction 
and using the different surfaces, as well as 
good timing to change direction.

Coaching Points : Players to keep the ball within reach at different speeds. Change direction often and 
try all surfaces and feet. Wait until defender is close before changing direction (timing). Eyes up to see 
space/goal.

Activity 2 :

Small Sided Games :


